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Fundamentals of top quark physics

● Most massive fundamental particle in the SM

→ its Mass / Yukawa is a free parameter: need to 
measure it

● Mean lifetime ~5x10-25s << 1/ΛQCD ~10-23s

→ the only “bare quark”

● BR(t→Wb) ~ 100%

→ unique experimental signature

● Abundant production at the LHC, O(100M) pairs

→ “standard candle”, very useful for calibrations
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JHEP 08 (2012) 098 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP08(2012)098


A long way to the top… 3
👉 CMS results
👉 ATLAS results
👉 TOP'23 conference

FTAG-2023-01 

28 years of top quark physics!

Ever more precise measurements 
enabled by excellent collider and 
detector performance

Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 689 

Benefit from all areas of Combined Performance:
● jets & missing energy
● flavour tagging
● lepton ID & isolation
● luminosity
● …

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP/
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/TopPublicResults
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/FTAG-2023-01
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-021-09402-3
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/DAPR-2021-01/


The range of top quark physics 4

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-028 

Abundant 
production!

O(100M) events 
in Run 2
Precision down to 
1.8%

Rare! Only ~120k 
events in Run 2, 
precision at 6.5%

Extremely 
challenging! 
Only ~3k events, 
precision ~25% 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-028
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/TOPQ-2018-26/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-065/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/TOPQ-2021-08/


Focus of the seminar

Here I will discuss 2 ATLAS results and 1 ATLAS+CMS combination: 

ATLAS-CONF-2023-069 ATLAS-CONF-2023-066 ATLAS-CONF-2023-065 
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High precision measurement Rare production process Top quark pair properties

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-066/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-065/


The top quark mass at the end of Run 1



Measuring the mass of the top quark

● Traditionally two approaches are possible:
1. “indirect” measurements: use the known dependence of a differential 

cross section on mtop → O(1-2 GeV) precision
2. “direct” measurements: reconstruct the top kinematics and compare 

various mtop-varied templates from the MC → O(≤1 GeV) precision

● Direct measurements can be very precise, but
○ the top is colour-charged: there is no unambiguous way to define all its decay products
○ we are really measuring the “MC mass parameter”: what is that? → interplay of ME+PS
○ no self-energy corrections in MC → absorbed in mass parameter, therefore close to mtop(pole)
○ see recent discussion on mtop(MSR) in ATL-PUB-2021-034 and A. Hoang arXiv:2004.12915

● Main takeaway: direct mass measurements are precise and can be 
understood theoretically!
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2021-034/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.12915


A (partial) history of top mass measurements 8

Credit: A. Knue
Top mass measurements have a come a 
long way since the top discovery in 1995!

● more and more precise

● convergence of central values

● grey band: ATLAS Run 1 combination

What if we combined measurements 
from ATLAS and CMS?



The landscape of direct mass measurements in Run 1 9

ALL-JETS @7 TeV

Eur. Phys. J. C 74, 2758 (2014)

Eur. Phys. J. C 75, 158 (2015)

LEPTON+JETS @7 TeV

JHEP 12 (2012) 105

DILEPTON @7 TeV

 Eur. Phys. J. C 72, 2202 (2012)

OTHER MEASUREMENTS @8 TeV
[J/ψ] JHEP 12 (2016) 123

[single top] Eur. Phys. J. C 77, 354 (2017)
[secondary vertex] Phys. Rev. D 93 (2017), 092006

ALL-JETS @8 TeV

JHEP 09 (2017) 118

LEPTON+JETS @8 TeV

Eur. Phys. J. C 79, 290 (2019)

DILEPTON @8 TeV

Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017), 032002

Phys. Let. B 761 (2016) 350

LEPTON+JETS / DILEPTON @7 TeV

Eur. Phys. J. C 75, 330 (2015)

ALL-JETS / LEPTON+JETS / DILEPTON @8 TeV
Phys. Rev. D 93 (2016), 072004

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-014-2758-x
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-015-3373-1
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP12(2012)105
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-012-2202-z
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP12(2016)123
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-4912-8
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.092006
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP09(2017)118
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6757-9
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.032002
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269316304622
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-015-3544-0
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.072004


Direct mass measurements

● Three main decay channels:
○ all-jets: jet combinatorics, QCD background,

but all decay products are visible
○ lepton+jets: cleaner reconstruction, but still large

impact of jet uncertainties (JES)
○ dilepton: very pure final state, limited impact of JES,

but full reconstruction much harder (2 neutrinos)

● Auxiliary measurements help!
○ can use the hadronic W candidates

to measure a jet scale factor
○ or properties of the b-jets to measure a b-jet scale factor
○ larger datasets → more control on uncertainties
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Eur. Phys. J. C 79, 290 (2019)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6757-9


Statistical tool for the combination: BLUE

● Best Linear Unbiased Estimator
○ unbiased: as long as the input measurements are also unbiased
○ best: pick the weights such that the final total uncertainty on mtop is minimised

● Taking correlations into account
○ orthogonal measurements → no statistical correlations!

■ except for the CMS Secondary Vertex analysis, but very different observables → safe to 
assume uncorrelated (assumption tested)

○ correlations enter via systematic uncertainties
■ this was NOT taken into account in e.g. PDG combination

● Estimating correlations:
○ split systematic uncertainties into categories
○ calculate or estimate the correlations
○ sum all the covariance matrices, assuming sources are independent (uncorrelated)
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https://pdglive.lbl.gov/DataBlock.action?node=Q007TP


Determining the strength of correlations

● Assuming the same systematic prescriptions are used between 
measurements of the same experiment, the correlation for a given uncertainty 
can be taken into account

○ the sign matters! e.g. JES could increase mtop in lepton+jets, but decrease it in all-jets
○ was already done in previous ATLAS combinations

● Then for each pair of measurements (i,j) and each uncertainty k, can 
compute:

● But how to determine correlations between ATLAS and CMS? guesstimate…
○ uncorrelated: ρ = 0 [-0.25,0.25]
○ partially correlated: ρ = 0.5 [0.25,0.75]
○ strongly correlated: ρ = 0.85 [0.75,1.0]
○ scan around nominal correlation to test the stability of the guess
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Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 13

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated

Leptons/Trigger: from data



Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 14

Leptons/Trigger: from data

B-tagging: relies on MC

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated



Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 15

Leptons/Trigger: from data

B-tagging: relies on MC

b-JES/g-JES: strong
dependence on MC

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated



Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 16

Leptons/Trigger: from data

B-tagging: relies on MC

b-JES/g-JES: strong
dependence on MC

Modelling uncertainties 
almost all correlated

Note: signal ttbar MC
● ATLAS:

Powheg NLO + Pythia6
● CMS:

MadGraph LO (3j) + Pythia6

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated



Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 17

Modelling uncertainties 
almost all correlated

Note: signal ttbar MC
● ATLAS:

Powheg NLO + Pythia6
● CMS:

MadGraph LO (3j) + Pythia6

Vary the correlations within 
given range→  impact on the 
central value of mtop

Leptons/Trigger: from data

B-tagging: relies on MC

b-JES/g-JES: strong
dependence on MC

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated



Systematic uncertainties and their correlations 18

Modelling uncertainties 
almost all correlated

Note: signal ttbar MC
● ATLAS:

Powheg NLO + Pythia6
● CMS:

MadGraph LO (3j) + Pythia6

Vary the correlations within 
given range→  impact on the 
central value of mtop

Largest impact from b-JES

Leptons/Trigger: from data

B-tagging: relies on MC

b-JES/g-JES: strong
dependence on MC

“Method”: limited statistics of alternative 
mtop samples → uncorrelated

“Other”: uncertainties that only show up 
in one/few analyses → uncorrelated



ATLAS and CMS top mass combinations

ATLAS

172.71 ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0.41 (syst) GeV

Similar to Eur. Phys. J. C 79, 290 (2019) but:

● correlation for b-tagging between 
all-jets and lepton+jets/dilepton changed 
from +1 to 0: different algorithm and 
calibration!

● correlation for pileup between all 
channels at same √s changed from 0 to 
+1: common modelling!

● correlation for pileup between 
different √s is 0

19

CMS

172.52 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.39 (syst) GeV

Similar to Phys. Rev. D 93 (2016), 072004 but:

● improved dilepton measurement (MT2),
new single-top, J/ψ and SV measurements

● signed uncertainties and correlations

● also quote statistical precision on the 
systematic uncertainties

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6757-9
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.072004


LHC top mass combination

172.52 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.30 (syst) GeV

Total uncertainty of 0.33 GeV (< 2 permil!) 
31% improvement on most precise input

Excellent compatibility: 𝝌2=7.5, p(𝝌2)=0.91

Most precise mtop measurement to date

Consistency checked with per-channel 
combinations

20



LHC top mass combination 21

b-JES is dominant 
systematic uncertainty, 
followed by stats, 
b-tagging, ME 
generator and JES.

BLUE weights: rank 
measurements by 
importance

● CMS 8 TeV 
lepton+jets, 
dilepton and all-jets

● ATLAS 8 TeV 
lepton+jets and 
dilepton



LHC top mass combination 22

Final cross-check: compare the mtop results 
obtained from

● ATLAS-only combination

● CMS-only combination

● simultaneous combination but with 2 
mass parameters*

● simultaneous combination with 1 mass 
parameter = LHC combination

All in excellent agreement with each other!

*fully exploiting the correlations



The top quark mass

● Mass measurements are also being made at 13 TeV: novel analysis 
techniques, more sophisticated MC generators, and much larger dataset!

● Many developments have been made in modelling
○ improving the description of off-shell effects
○ reduced uncertainties in additional QCD radiation
○ new models of colour reconnection
○ availability of NNLO+PS 
○ modelling of the radiation patterns in the top quark decay

mtop = 172.52 ± 0.33 GeV (< 2‰)
Excellent example of collaboration between two experiments!

23

See e.g.
 arXiv:2302.01967 

EPJC 83 (2023) 560
JHEP 06 (2023) 019 

ATLAS-CONF-2022-058 

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP-20-008/index.html
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP-21-012/index.html
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP06(2023)019
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2022-058/


ttZ production at the end of Run 2



Anatomy of the ttZ process 25

Top pair production in association with a  Z boson: rare process!
→ Direct access to the top EW couplings (T3 and Q)

Key background to 
many important 
analyses: ttH 
measurement, 
ttbar+DM searches

Each decay channel 
has its own challenges, 
but benefit from 
inclusive approach!

Want to measure the inclusive production cross section, 
but also differentially in a number of observables

● test state-of-the-art MC modelling

● recast in terms of BSM exclusions (SMEFT)

● spin correlations

Already measured by ATLAS 
with the full Run 2 dataset:

Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 737 

(~800x smaller cross 
section than ttbar)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%252Fepjc%252Fs10052-021-09439-4


Z→μμ
90.6 GeV

Candidate ttZ event with
○ 2 muons + 1 electron
○ 4 jets, of which 2 b-tagged
○ 30 GeV missing transverse

energy

electron: pT = 45 GeV

b-tagged jet: pT = 250 GeV

Δφ(Z, tlep) = 0.814 rad/π



Analysis strategy: 3 channels with DNNs

● Previously had only considered simple topological bins
○ split by number of leptons, number of jets, number of b-jets
○ leads to a partial but suboptimal separation of the signal from the backgrounds

● Now rely fully on Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
○ exploit the full kinematic information of the event
○ multi-class DNNs: can isolate specific backgrounds to measure in data (major improvement)

27

● Channels based on the decays of 
the ttbar system

○ all-jets → 2 leptons (2L)
○ lepton+jets → 3 leptons (3L)
○ dilepton → 4 leptons (4L)
○ require at least 1 b-tagged jet
○ try to remain as inclusive as possible

→ better MVA perf.



The 2L channel in the detector-level fit 28

Main backgrounds come 
from dilepton ttbar and 
Z+HF.

→ we can measure Z+c 
and Z+b normalisations 
directly in the fit

→ ttbar+jets poorly 
modelled: rely on 
data-driven approach

SR SR SR

VR VR VR



The 3L channel in the detector-level fit

Multi-class DNN allows us 
to separate the leading 
tZq and WZ+HF 
backgrounds.

→ not enough stats to 
measure tZq properly: 
fixed to SM

29

SR SR SR

CR CR CR

mostly e from HF pure μ from HF mixed electrons



The 4L channel in the detector-level fit

Very pure selection, only two relevant 
backgrounds: tWZ and ZZ+HF.

→ we can measure ZZ+b directly in the fit, 
ZZ+c/light are suppressed

→ not enough statistics to measure tWZ 
(irreducible, semi-resonant ttZ) properly: 
fixed to SM

30

Same flavour
SR

Different flavour
SR

CR



Results of the inclusive detector-level fit 31

● fit is well behaved and stable

● background normalisations 
consistent with SM

● 2L and 3L yield almost exactly the SM 
prediction, 4L has slight excess

● leading systematics related to background 
normalisation and JES/Flavour tagging

Simultaneously fit all regions:

Theory prediction (NLO+NNLL) 
Eur. Phys. J. C 79 (2019) 249

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6746-z


Comparison to previous analysis 32

Previous analysis

This analysis

Cross sections (in pb)

Theory prediction
[~10%] 0.86 ± 0.08 (scale) ± 0.03 (PDF)

Previous measurement
[~10%] 0.99 ± 0.05 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst)

This measurement
[~6.5%] 0.86 ± 0.04 (stat) ± 0.04 (syst)

35% improvement overall, but systematics
cut down in half!
→ better background separation
→ data-driven techniques
→ improved MC modelling

Re-analysis can be important
(e.g. 4tops)

Eur. Phys. J. C 81 (2021) 737

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%252Fepjc%252Fs10052-021-09439-4


Correcting for detector effects: unfolding 33

( )-1



Correcting for detector effects: unfolding 34



Differential measurements

Recent development in ATLAS: profile-likelihood unfolding.

Multiple benefits: pulls and constraints of the uncertainties, 
normalisation of backgrounds, inclusion of control regions and 
multiple signal regions, ability to save the full likelihood for HEPdata!

Tikhonov regularisation whenever hadronic top or full ttbar 
reconstruction is needed.

Observables:
● mainly kinematics of the Z boson and ttbar system
● angular distributions, jet multiplicities

35



Results of the differential measurements 36

● 17 observables unfolded to particle- and parton-level, normalised and absolute

● Chosen for relevance to both SM and BSM modelling

● Still largely stat-dominated → no single MC generator performs clearly better than the others

● Can be combined using the provided likelihoods and correlations

Z transverse 
momentum

Z rapidity Scalar sum 
of leptons’ 
pT in 4L



A legacy measurement of a rare production process
● Inclusive and differential measurements of the ttZ cross section in 

multi-lepton final states (2L, 3L & 4L) using 140 fb-1 of Run 2 data
○ now also including interpretations (spin correlations & EFT → see backup slides)

● Analysis builds and improves upon the previous one: MC modelling, 
MVA-based strategy, fake lepton estimation, systematics model.

○ 35% improvement on the inclusive cross section, 50% reduction of systematics!

● Results are consistent with the SM:
○ cross section is 0.86 ± 0.06 pb → 6.5% uncertainty
○ best theory prediction 0.86 ± 0.09 pb → 10% uncertainty

● Differential measurements are performed for 17 kinematic observables

● First search for ttbar spin correlation effects: still statistically dominated!

● Comprehensive picture of top-EW EFT

● Inclusive & differential likelihoods are available: ready for combinations!

37



Where to next? An ATLAS roadmap for top+X

● Recognises top-multilepton final 
states as a valuable addition to 
global EFT fits

● Most processes already measured 
(to varying degrees of precision), 
some discrepancies

● How do we move forward?
○ multi-process fits: no longer a 

distinction between “signal” and 
“background”

○ optimise the search for new physics 
with EFT and MVA

○ technical challenge: multi-process 
unfolding

38

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-030 

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2023-030/


Top quark pair properties: entanglement



Prelude: top quark spin correlations

The top quark has a mean lifetime ~5x10-25s << 1/ΛQCD ~10-23s

→ spin information is correlated and transferred to decay products

BR(t→Wb)~100% + weak interaction is maximally parity-violating

→ correlations are observable!

40

top polarisations spin correlations

= full spin density matrix



State-of-the-art in 2020… 41

Phys. Rev. D 100 (2019) 072002 

Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 754  

Spin correlations in ttbar are well-established

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP-18-006/index.html
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/TOPQ-2016-10/


As you may have heard… 42

gg→ttbar: spin-singlet state at threshold



Quantum tops beyond (classical) spin correlations

Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2021) 136 (March 2020) → first analysis of top quark pair 
production from the quantum information point of view: “bipartite qubit system”

43

Peres-Horodecki criterion

a simple observable

a quantum entanglement
marker!

gg spin-singlet

0 0

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02280


Quantum entanglement in dilepton ttbar

Dilepton eμ final state is very clean (90% purity) and
at the end of Run 2 we have about a million events
after preselection.

Then partition events into three selections:

● 340<Mtt<380: entanglement signal region
● 380<Mtt<500: validation region

    (dilution from mis-reconstruction)
● 500<Mtt: no-entanglement validation region

The mass cuts are crucial!
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Analysis procedure

“Calibration curve” method: use the nominal MC to map the detector-level D 
value (average of distribution) to the fiducial particle-level D.

Systematics are propagated with their own curves, quadratic envelope.

→ Build the curve by sampling different D values.

45



A closer look at uncertainties

“Backgrounds”: mostly Z→𝜏𝜏, which 
leads to a flat cos(φ) distribution (spin 
information from taus is lost)

Calibrating to fiducial particle-level 
reduces the parton shower uncertainty 
(Pythia vs Herwig) : full details in the 
CONF.

Signal modelling: by far the largest 
contribution

46

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069.pdf


Observation of quantum entanglement in dilepton ttbar 47

non-relativistic QCD effects close to threshold, not included in 
MC generators → would only affect predictions, not calibration

D = -0.547 ± 0.002 (stat.) ± 0.020 (syst.)expected: D = -0.470 ± 0.002 (stat.) ± 0.017 (syst.)



Observation of quantum entanglement in dilepton ttbar 48

non-relativistic QCD effects close to threshold, not 
included in MC generators

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069/


SIGNIFICANT 
interest from 
the THEORY 
community



Wrapping it up

Multiple final states to study quantum information:

● ttbar, HWW*, HZZ* – qubits and qutrits with elementary particles
● multi-lepton final states are prime experimental candidates

The ultimate goal is to measure the full spin density matrices (in several bases and 
differentially in the invariant mass of the system)

● can also target observation of entanglement by using dedicated observables (few caveats of SM-like 
assumptions)

● Bell’s inequality violation very challenging
● use the large spin-randomised samples provided by the LHC to measure quantum theoretic 

quantities according to their strong definitions

First observation of quantum entanglement in quarks and at relativistic energies!

A new subfield emerges: quantum information at the LHC

50



In summary… 51

ATLAS-CONF-2023-069 ATLAS-CONF-2023-066 ATLAS-CONF-2023-065 

Most precise top
mass measurement:

importance of correlations!

Legacy ttZ results:
new analysis techniques 

significantly improve the precision!

Top quark physics: an exciting and very active research program at the LHC!

First observation of quantum 
entanglement in quarks

and at high energies!

👉 CMS results
👉 ATLAS results
👉 TOP'23 conference

to find out more

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-069/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-066/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2023-065/
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP/
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/TopPublicResults
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/


Backup



[mass] A brief look at: all-jets measurements 53

JHEP 09 (2017) 118

● Use a ꭓ2 fit to find the best W→jj and t→jjb assignments

● Consider the ratio R3/2=mjjj/mjj

● Benefit from partial cancellation of uncertainties (JES)

● Fit the top mass twice per event

Eur. Phys. J. C 74, 2758 (2014)

● Perform a kinematic fit to improve 
the resolution of mtop

● Use mass of the W candidates to 
measure the JES in-situ

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP09(2017)118
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-014-2758-x


[mass] A brief look at: lepton+jets measurements 54

Eur. Phys. J. C 79, 290 (2019)

● Reconstruct the full ttbar system with KLFitter: likelihood fit with 
transfer functions to correct the kinematics

● Further extract the JES from the hadronic W mass, and the 
b-JES from the ratio of ∑(b-jet pT) to ∑(light-jet pT)

Phys. Rev. D 93 (2016), 072004

● CMS: same idea of kinematic fit + extract JES from mW

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-019-6757-9
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.072004


[mass] A brief look at: dilepton measurements 55

● Very pure dilepton selection, but two neutrinos → 
underconstrained system, very challenging 
reconstruction

● Rely on the visible particles: min(<mlb>)

Phys. Let. B 761 (2016) 350 Phys. Rev. D 96 (2017), 032002
● Further observables considered: mbl, mT2, mblv

● Different sensitivity to mtop → complementarity

● Model the distributions with Gaussian Process 
regression, and plug into 2D/3D likelihood fit

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269316304622
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.96.032002


[mass] A brief look at: other types of measurements 56

● Use a clean J/ψ→μμ 
system as a proxy for 
the b-jet

● Avoids the large jet 
and tagging 
uncertainties

Phys. Rev. D 93 (2017), 092006

● Alternatively, use the charged particles 
(pions) from the secondary vertex

● Minimally sensitive to JES, but 
b-fragmentation new challengeJHEP 12 (2016) 123

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.93.092006
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP12(2016)123


[mass] Final overall correlations 57



[mass] Stability of the LHC combination 58

172.52 ± 0.14 (stat) ± 0.30 (syst) 
GeV

But how well do we know our 
systematic uncertainties?

Use pseudo-experiments to determine 
the statistical precision of the 
systematic templates
→ RMS of mtop is 63 MeV
→ RMS of its uncertainty is 19 MeV

→ stability of the combination



[ttZ] Systematic uncertainties

● Detailed description of signal modelling, based on state-of-the-art MC
○ parton shower and underlying event
○ initial state radiation
○ scale uncertainties as a proxy for unknown NNLO QCD
○ PDF uncertainties (PDF4LHC prescriptions)
○ alternative multi-leg generators used for comparisons

● Background uncertainties also revisited
○ measure all dominant backgrounds directly in data
○ only tZq can not be constrained precisely enough

→ rely on 14% ATLAS result, motivates future joint measurements?
○ singly-resonant tWZ: recent evidence from CMS, but still “unobserved”;

large theory uncertainty → challenge for modelling!

● Experimental uncertainties: 200-300 NPs at the end of Run 2
○ more sophisticated JER, JES, electron and muon efficiencies breakdown
○ as seen in the Top Mass example, this is the way towards more correct combinations!
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP07(2020)124
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/TOP-22-008/index.html


[ttZ] Spin correlations interpretation

Presence of the Z boson modifies the SM 
expectations for spin correlations between 
the two tops: attempt to measure this effect 
at detector-level.

Consider 9 angular distributions probing the 
ttbar spin density matrix, and perform a 
template fit between SM hypothesis and 
“spin-off” hypothesis.

For each angular observable, extract fSM, 
then combine in χ2 fit (with stat. and syst. 
correlations)

Null hypothesis disfavoured
at 1.8σ level

60

Looking forward: additional sensitivity to 
modification of top-Z coupling.



[ttZ] Differential measurements
Recent development in 
ATLAS: profile-likelihood 
unfolding.

Multiple benefits: pulls and 
constraints of the 
uncertainties, normalisation 
of backgrounds, inclusion of 
control regions and multiple 
signal regions, ability to save 
the full likelihood for 
HEPdata!

Tikhonov regularisation 
whenever hadronic top or full 
ttbar reconstruction is 
needed.
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[ttZ] SMEFT interpretation

ttZ production is sensitive to dim-6 EFT operators both in the top-Z coupling and 
in the qq/gg→ttbar vertex.

Use the differential distributions at particle-level as input to the EFT fit (with proper 
correlations taken into account), relying on LO QCD parameterisation from 
SMEFTsim 3.0.

Perform 3 different fits to assess the relevance of SM/EFT interference and pure 
EFT terms, and the sensitivity to each operator individually.

Also perform PCA to identify directions of sensitivity probed by the 
measurement.
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[ttZ] Results of the SMEFT interpretation 63

Separate fits to top-boson and 
four-quark operators in the Warsaw 
basis: no significant deviation from the 
SM, but patterns indicating the need to 
take into account linear combinations 
→ PCA / Fisher information matrix

Top-boson operators: affect the 
strength of the V-A coupling of the Z 
boson to the top, allow new Lorentz 
structure (dipole), CP-violation 
(imaginary parts).

Four-quark operators: only relevant 
for the subdominant qq→ttbar channel, 
but different sensitivity than simple ttbar 
due to possible ISR Z.
Particularly important to take into 
account EFT-EFT interference!



[ttZ] SMEFT interpretation in the rotated basis 64

Since we are very close to the SM, use 
a linear EFT approximation and 
rotate the Warsaw basis into 3 new 
directions of sensitivity:

● ctG dominates because of large 
impact on gg→ttbar, but four-quark 
operators still important;

● top-boson operators more discrete, 
but recover some of the expected 
linear combinations;

● pattern of positive central values 
accommodates the slight excess in 
4L, but still consistent with SM.



[entanglement] The 2019 CMS measurement 65

Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2021) 136

Phys. Rev. D 100 (2019) 072002 
CMS measured

inclusively → need to go differential in M(ttbar)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02280
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/TOP-18-006/index.html


[entanglement] Spin correlations at NNLO 66

arXiv:1901.05407 

Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 754  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.05407.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/TOPQ-2016-10/


[entanglement] Spin correlations: ATLAS and CMS 67

LHCTopWGSummaryPlots 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/LHCTopWGSummaryPlots#Spin_Correlation


[entanglement] The reweighting method

● We have no handle on the 
“amount of entanglement” in the 
generators, but we know exact 
functional forms at parton-level
→ can reweight D

● Fit a 3rd order polynomial to extract 
the dependence on M(ttbar)

● Then reweight each event as
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[entanglement] Data / MC in the signal region 69



[entanglement] Data / MC outside the signal region 70



[entanglement] Investigations of parton shower effects 71

Differences appear in the parton→particle level transition,
and seem to largely match the Dipole vs Angular ordering schemes



[entanglement] At threshold: need input from the theorists

● Our MC generators don’t include the necessary non-perturbative effects – 
how do we get around that?

○ Fuks et al. implemented a BSM Lagrangian in MadGraph → toponium
○ A number of calculations available, most recently Ju et al.

■ pure parton-level calculation (stable tops), resums leading-power and 
next-to-leading-power calculations and matches to NNLO differential ttbar
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from A. Mitov 

arXiv:2004.03088

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11281
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03088
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1233341/contributions/5605265/attachments/2724039/4733470/AlexanderMitov-Top23-2023.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03088


[entanglement] Separable and entangled states 73

J.A. Aguilar Saavedra 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1282455/contributions/5388027/attachments/2724823/4736775/tangle.pdf


[entanglement] General bipartite qubit system 74

Peres-Horodecki: if ρT2 has at least one negative eigenvalue, the state is entangled



[entanglement] Production phase-space 75

Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2021) 136

gg-only qq-only

gg + qq

differential 
cross-section

z-axis: concurrence C[ρ]

C[ρ] > 0 ⇔ entanglement

https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.02280


[entanglement] Dilepton ttbar selection 76


